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Tap Diaphragm to enable contraceptive.

Diaphragm mode
allows you to use your
iPhone as a
contraceptive. It
blocks the cervix,
preventing sperm from
entering the uterus.
Diaphragm mode is
perfect for anyone that
loves sex and portable
media, but doesn’t
want a child ruining
their tech-savvy
lifestyle.

Using iPhone as a Diaphragm
Tap the Diaphragm button to enter Diaphragm Mode. Before inserting
into the vagina, cover the iPhone in spermicide to further reduce the
chance of pregnancy (Apple brand iSpermicide available at Apple Stores
and authorized retailers). Once iSpermicide has been applied insert the
iPhone high into the vagina so it creates a solid seal with the cervix. After
intercourse, leave the iPhone in for at least 6 hours but no more than 24
hours (Leaving the iPhone in the vagina for prolonged periods may result
in strong odors, vaginal discharge, and loss of battery power). To remove
iPhone, insert two fingers into the vagina and grip it tightly. Twist iPhone
to a vertical position and pull it out. Following removal, wash, rinse, and
dry iPhone.
Note - If you are uncomfortable inserting iPhone into your vagina, visit the
Apple Store Genius Bar for assistance.
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Receiving Calls While in Diaphragm Mode
While using the iDiaphragm
you can be sure you won’t
miss any calls.
When a call is received during intercourse, it will ring as normal. Tighten
your abdomen to answer - iPhone will automatically switch to speaker
phone. Talk directly into the vagina for best results.

Using iPhone to Stimulate the G-Spot.
iPhone is the first cell phone
to provide direct stimulation
to the G-Spot

G

In the Diaphragm “Options” menu turn “Vibration” on and set “Intensity” to
desired level. You may also choose “Music Sync” to get off to music from
your favorite artist.
Note - Visit the iTunes music store to find celebrity playlists and your iVagina
could be rocking to the same beat as Madonna’s!

Apple Care
With Apple Care The Abortions Are Free
After purchase be sure to register your iPhone with Apple Care within 30
days. If, while properly operating the iDiaphragm, you still become
pregnant, Apple will provide an abortion at no cost during the first two
trimesters. Third Trimester Abortions are $299. Visit the alley behind your
nearest Apple Store for more details.
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